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January 5, 2007

Margaret O’Brien
Chief Information officer
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC
RE: Coalition to Preserve NHTSA Records
Dear Ms. O’Brien:
I am again writing to express concern about the availability of documents and the
long-term preservation of agency records through the Technical Information Services
(TIS). It appears that our concerns, which are shared by many others in the research and
advocacy community, are being swept aside. As a result, we are moving forward with an
ad-hoc Coalition to Preserve NHTSA Records. The Coalition’s goal is to ensure that
important materials documenting NHTSA historic activities are maintained in a fashion
that allow continued public access.
As you know, we attempted to contact you about these concerns several months
ago. In response, your office referred us to Mr. Kevin Mahoney at Corporate Customer
Services. After talking with Mr. Mahoney, he requested we address our concerns in a
letter. We did so. (See attached November 20, 2006 letter to Mr. Mahoney.) But we
received no response to that letter or four phone messages, until December 19, 2006,
when Mr. Mahoney indicated in an e-mail that you are best suited to address our
concerns. (See attached December 19, 2006 email from Mr. Mahoney.) He also advised
us to wait further to hear from you. Meanwhile, it appears that your plans to destroy and
remove records deemed duplicative or old continues without input from the public or
users who understand the content and their importance.
As we expressed in our prior letter, what may appear to be minor changes or
elimination of duplicative materials, can create significant changes in the public’s ability
to research NHTSA’s rulemaking or investigative activities as well as significant
increased burdens to other agency staff. Shipping records to the Suitland Records Center
or the National Archives will create an enormously cumbersome system for public to use.
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The National Archives houses documents from all branches, agencies, and
organizations within our government. Documents are housed in boxes with general and
imprecise indexing that require an enormous amount of time to obtain, again reducing
public accessibility. The files at the Suitland Records Center are not in the public domain.
An agent of NHTSA has to grant permission for records center staff to retrieve records
for public viewing for each visit.
And, as we have previously noted, we have witnessed reduced availability of
documents. Large numbers of these documents previously available have gone missing as
TIS changed systems. It is also important to emphasize that many current safety issues
can only be thoroughly understood and analyzed with the benefit of historical materials -again, many of which are only available at TIS.
We request a copy of all plans related to document retention and changes to the
TIS. Again, we are also requesting a meeting with you to further express our concerns
and to provide you with feedback about how the public uses TIS and the affects on the
agency that these changes can bring.
Sincerely,

Sean E. Kane

CC

Nicole Nason, Administrator
Anthony Cooke, Chief Counsel
Gregory Walter, Sr. Associate Administrator, Policy & Operations
John Donaldson, Asst. Chief Counsel for Legislation and General Law
Kevin Mahoney, Corporate Customer Services
Kevin Ball, TIS Director
Joan Claybrook, Public Citizen
Clarence Ditlow, Center for Auto Safety
Henry Jasny, Advocates for Auto and Highway Safety
Sally Greenberg, Consumers Union
Janette Fennell, KIDS and CARS
Stephanie Tombrello, SafetyBeltSafe, USA
Deborah Stewart, Safe Ride News
Von Lindsey, Lindsey Research
Susan Longacre, Longacre & Associates
Benjamin Kelley, Motor Vehicle Hazards Archives Project, Tufts Univ.
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November 20, 2007

Kevin Mahoney
Corporate Customer Services
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC
RE: Technical Information Services
Dear Mr. Mahoney:
I am writing to express concern about availability of documents and the long-term
preservation of agency records through the Technical Information Services at NHTSA. We are
particularly concerned about the loss of historical materials and continued public access to these
materials, especially as your agency prepares to move to a new facility.
Safety Research & Strategies (SRS) is a research, consulting and advocacy firm
specializing in motor vehicle safety issues. Our clients include lawyers, supplier and technology
companies, government, and media. We work with organizations and individuals who share our
goals of improving safety and reducing harm in the motor vehicle and transportation
environment. We routinely prepare comments on rulemaking and provide the agency with data
on vehicle safety defects.
As frequent and long-time users of TIS we understand the significant, and often thankless
role this part of the agency performs. They provide a valuable and useful service. Our
organization, along with many others have come to rely on TIS Reading Room as a resource—
often the only resource—for access to historical documents related to the agency’s regulatory,
investigative, and policy history. We are grateful to the TIS staff, who over the years, have
worked to preserve this important history. We have witnessed many changes to this division.
Some changes have been very useful, while others have created decreased access to information,
reduced document availability, and ultimately increase the need for FOIA requests, which create
a much greater burden on the agency. We are concerned about the potential loss of access to
public information within the TIS Reading Room, that decisions on which documents may be
brought to the new building from the Reading Room do not consider the effects that it could have
on public accessibility to retrieve information.
What may appear to be minor changes or elimination of duplicative materials, can create
significant changes to the public’s ability to research NHTSA’s rulemaking. For instance,
notebooks with NHTSA Federal Register notices were removed from the TIS Reading Room
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without any notice. These notebooks were key to rulemaking research, particularly when
references are incomplete—which they frequently are. The notebooks were thoughtfully
arranged and allowed browsing NHTSA notices by year. Now it is virtually impossible to browse
the FR, since there is no yearly index. In place of these easy references, one must review each
and every daily publication in order to locate an incomplete reference.
It is our understanding that some documents that reside in TIS, exists at the Suitland
Records Center or the National Archives, this too is of great concern as their systems are
enormously inefficient and much more cumbersome for the public to use. The National Archives
houses documents from all branches, agencies, and organizations within our government.
Documents are housed in boxes with general and imprecise indexing that require an enormous
amount of time to obtain, again reducing public accessibility. The files at the Suitland Records
Center are not public domain, an agent of NHTSA has to grant permission for records center staff
to retrieve records for public viewing for each visit.
We have witnessed reduced availability to Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs).
Currently some are available online through the Artemis system, but there are a large amount of
gaps in that database, and a large number of these documents are now missing despite being
previously available on the now-defunct MSI system. Some of these missing documents are
allegedly now on the Alchemy system, which is inaccessible to the public. There are some
compliance tests and other important documents that should be but are not available on Artemis.
As you know, customers of the TIS include a wide range of users from advocacy and
public interest organizations, researchers, and industry. It is remarkable how many current issues
can only be thoroughly understood and analyzed with the benefit of historical materials, again,
many of which are only available at TIS.
While we understand the need to consolidate information and streamline inefficiencies,
we request that our organization, and other users of TIS who understand the substantive
importance of the materials, have the opportunity to communicate our concerns and to assist you
and the TIS staff in any way possible to ensure a smooth transition.
Please let me know when we may be able to schedule a meeting to discuss these issues
with you.
Sincerely,

Sean E. Kane
CC

Margaret O’Brien, Chief Information Officer
Kevin Ball, TIS Director
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Hello Mr. Kane,
Sorry it has taken me so long to get back to you. I have been talking
with Margaret O'Brien our CIO about your issues and have concluded that
she is best suited to address them.
She has asked me to let you know that we will be in contact with you in
the new year to setup a meeting to discuss your concerns.
Thank you very much,
Kevin Mahoney

